Student Name: ____________________________

Rwandan Government figures:

1. Juvenal Habyarimana

2. Interahamwe

3. Paul Kagame

Question 1: What motivated Paul Kagame’s parents to move his family to Uganda? What impact do you think this had on Paul?

Question 2: Why was Kagame’s generation known as “59ers” in Uganda?

Question 3: Why was Kagame not granted Ugandan citizenship? Did he want citizenship?
Question 4: Why do you think Kagame wanted to go to Rwanda, even though it may have been dangerous?


Question 5: What new roles did Kagame fill after meeting Museveni?


Question 6: How did Kagame’s experience in the NRA/NRM impact his behavior/decisions?


Question 7: What is the RPF and what did it campaign for?


Question 8: What did the RPF accomplish? Did Rwandan citizens like what the RPF accomplished? Explain

